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WILD LIFE - INDIA - JIM
CORBETTE - 3N/4D

ITINERARY

About Jim Corbett National Park:

Corbett Wildlife Tour

Duration :- 03 Nights / 04 Days

Main attraction: Two nights spend inside the National Park in an
open camp or in luxurious resort. The Corbett national Park is the
first and oldest reserve park of India. Project Tiger was also
launched first in this park. Only corbett offers the opportunity to
stay inside the core area of the conservation. One may explore the
real experience of wildlife. A variety of safaris like horse safari, jeep
safari, elephant safari, and other ways are available to view a very
close proximity of the wildlife. The other activities of the Wildlife
tour is fascinating tiger trail, and angling and Mahseer fishing in the
River Ramganga. So hurry don't miss the chance.

How to Reach Corbett
Dehradun by Air, Dehradun - Ramnagar (232 km)

Itinerary:

Day 1: Dehradun to Corbett Tiger Reserve
Depart from Dehradun reach at Corbett , stay in the forest lodge or
a camp. After a short relax drive for the Corbett Wildlife Tour.
Watch the serene beauty of the park. Explore the wildlife. Stay at
night in a lodge or camp.
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Day 2: Visit to Corbett Tiger Reserve
Early in the morning depart for Dhikala region the main center of
wildlife activities, and watching the sunrise beauty and the natural
picturesque landscape. Viewing wild animals such as Tiger, Bengal
Tiger, Leopard, Leopard-Cat, Jungle Cat, Fishing Cat, Wild Dog
(Dhole), Gaur (Indian Bison), Sloth Bear, Smooth Indian Otter,
Sambhar, Hog deer, Spotted Deer, Barking deer etc. In the evening
discover the Reserve Park on an elephant back. stay at night in a
luxurious lodge in Dhikala.

Day 3: Visit to Corbett National Park
In the morning discover the Ramganga reservoir and its
surrounding. You may enjoy the fishing and angling in the ramganga
river. The Marsh Crocodile, Fish eating Gharial and
Muggarmachcha can be seen here. Watch the incredible species of
birds like Kingfisher, Red Junglefowl, Great Hornbill, Great Slaty
Woodpecker, Chestnut headed bee eater Orange bellied leafbird,
Whitecrested Laughingthrush etc. Visit the bamboo forest the
habitat of the wild elephant. Enjoy the campfire singing and
dancing. Over night stay in a lodge or in a open camp.

Day 4: Departure
Early morning after having breakfast and taking packed lunch
depart from Corbett National Park to Dehradun.

 

 

 

 

 

 


